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K Y B E R N E T I K A — V O L U M E 8 (1972), N U M B E R 2 

State Space Synthesis of Discrete Linear 
Systems 

VLADIMÍR STREJC 

The target of this paper is to draw attention to some important relations between different 
procedures of state space synthesis of discrete linear systems optimizing the quadratic cost function. 
Common form of the synthesis concerns one-dimensional and multi-dimensional control problems 
solved by Second Method of Lyapunov, Maximum Principle of Pontryagin and by Bellamn's 
Dynamic Programming. Emphasis is upon providing a comprehensive coverage that stresses 
general principles and integrates the well proved procedures into the overall picture. 

1. INTRODUCTION % 

Without any doubt the quadratic cost function is one of the most useful mathemat
ical gauges of the quality of automatic control. The procedures of synthesis using the 
quadratic cost function formerly elaborated for linear systems described in the s-plane 
by transfer functions represent today more or less classical approach developed for 
continuously and discontinuously acting one-dimensional and multi-dimensional 
systems, for analytical and random inputs and outputs and for command control and 
compensation of disturbances. The same is valid for the recent development of the 
synthesis in the state space concerning namely the continuously acting systems. The 
discrete version of this synthesis appeared only for some of the possible approaches 
and comparison of individual concepts is still lacking. 

The aim of this article is to fill up the gaps and to compare the results obtained by 
different procedures, namely by the Second Methods of Lyapunov, Maximum 
Principle of Pontryagin and by Bellman's Dynamic Programming. All these methods 
are applied in this paper to discrete linear systems or to continuously acting linear 
systems controlled by digital computer provided that the system to be controlled is 
described by state space equations and that all state variables are measurable. The 
attention is drawn to the different types of Riccati equation and Euler equations in 
the case of the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin. The final calculation is assumed to 
be performed by solving the Riccati equation or by applying the calculated eigen
values and eigenvectors of the fundamental matrix of the controlled system. 



84 In order to have the final forms of the Riccati equation for the continuous version 
of systems and to have the possibility to compare them with the respective forms for 
the discrete version, the Second Method of Lyapunov was selected to demonstrate 
these relations. 

2. GENERAL REMARKS 

a) Assume a nonstationary linear controlled plant described in the state space by 
equations 

(1) %t)=AZ(t) + By(t), 

(2) x(t) = CUt) + D y(t) , 

or in the common form 

(3) i(t)=fc^(t),y(t),t], 

(4) x(t) = cpc[Z(t), y(t), i] . 

In the eqs. (1) through (4), £,(i) is a vector of state variables, y(t) vector of control
ling variables and x(t) is a vector of output (controlled) variables. 

Dimensions of the matrices are A(n; n), B(n; r), C(p; n), D(p; r) where n is the 
order of the controlled plant and r g n and p :g n. The elements of the matrices 
A, B, C, D are linear functions of the independent time variable t. 

Let the rank of the matrix B be just r, i.e. its columns are linearly independent and 
let rank of the matrix C be just p, i.e. its rows are linearly independent. 

The discrete version of the equations (1) and (2) has the form 

(5) tt+i=°F£t + Gyk, 

(6) xk =CZk + Dyk, 

(7) Zk+i=U$k,yk,k), 

(8) xk = vJLfa yk, k) . 

The dimensions of the matrices in eqs. (5) and (6) can be denoted in the same way as 
in the continuous version and the elements of these matrices are functions of the inde
pendent time variable fc. 

Solving eq. (l), we obtain 

(9) ^(t) = F(t,t0)m+{'F(t,r)B(.)y(r)d(r) 
J to 
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(10) F(t, g = expf'A(T)dT 
J to 

is t h e t r a n s i t i o n m a t r i x of t h e t ime-varying system. At / = t0, F(t, t0) = I, where / 

is t h e ident i ty m a t r i x . 

If t h e given p l a n t is contro l led by a digital c o m p u t e r , t h e n t h e contro l l ing variable 

is a s sumed t o be c o n s t a n t between two successive intervals of sampl ing. H e n c e 

(11) J ( 0 = J/< for t k ^ z ^ t k + 1 

a n d 
r<k + i 

(12) t t + l = F(tk+1, tk) & + F(tk+i, T) B(T) dT yk = F£t + Gkyk 

J <k 
where 

(13) Fk = exp J " + 1A(T) d(T) = F[(k + l ) T, kf), 
Jtk 

(14) Gk=!'k + 1F(tk+l,T)B(T)dT. 
J tk 

F o r s ta t ionary processes, eqs. (13) a n d (14) reduce t o 

(15) F = eAT , 

(16) G = J eAtBdt = A-\eAT - I) B . 

Let the matr ices Fk o r F respectively be nons ingular . T h e calculat ion of F f rom A is 

always u n i q u e if coT 4= 2nx, x = 1 ,2 , . . . , where Tis t h e per iod of sampling, 

b) T h e cost funct ion is defined in the c o n t i n u o u s case by the following form 

(17) J = e(h) P(h) i(tt) + j V ( t ) Q(t) C(t) + f(t) R(t) y(t)] dt = 

= oK(ti),t>]+ r^(t),y(t),t-]dt 
J to 

a n d in the discrete vers ion by 

i V - l 

• 1 0 
k = 0 

(i8) J = ČJPJVČN + 1 (£e*& + ^ p * ^ ) = 

= в[É«,N] + £Ф[Élk,Л,.V] 
k = 0 



where the relation in parenthesis in the second term of (18) represents the incremental 
cost for one stage of the discrete process. 

The cost function can be applied to either a finite control interval t0 g t ^ tt 

(or 0 ^ k ^ N, k = 0 ,1 , ...,N) or infinite interval t0 ^ t ^ oo (or 0 ^ k S °o, 
k = 0, 1, ..., oo). This is in contrast to classical design procedures requiring the 
control interval to be infinity. 

Matrices P, Q, R may be nonsymmetric but the same matrices being symmetric 
ones simplify essentially the resulting relations and the respective computational 
effort. For this reason only symmetric matrices P, Q, R are assumed in the next 
paragraphs. The matrix Q may be positive semidefinite. In some modifications of 
control problems the matrix R must be positive definite in order to ensure the existence 
of J R _ 1 but it is not always the case and therefore attention will be paid to these par-
ticilar solutions. The significance and the properties of the matrix P follow from the 
resulting relations. 

Theorem 1. If Q and R are symmetric and R positive definite then the functions <P 
in (17) and (18) having the following more general form e.g. 

(19) *[&, yk, fe] = &Q& + 2ekSkyk + yT
kRkyk 

can always be transformed into 

(20) #[&, yk, fe] = UQkL + 9lRkh 

where 

(21) Qk = Qk -SkRk
lSl, 

yk = yk + R^sltt. 

Applying the transformation (21), the state equation changes into 

(22) ?4+I = Uk + Gkyk 

where 

(23) Fk=Fk-GkR~lSl, 

Gk = Gk. 

Proof. Starting with relation (19) and adding and subtracting the term 
£[SkRk

1Sk'l;k, then, after some rearrangements, it is possible to prove the resulting 
relation (20). 



c) Let the control law be 

(24) y(i) = M(t){(t) 

for the continuous version and 

(25) yk = M& 

for the discrete version. 

d) The control law is optimal according to the quadratic cost function, if for any 
initial state £(0) e X„ of the controlled plant it holds that 

1. The functional (17) or (18) respectively reaches its minimal value. 
2. The control loop is stable. 

Remark. For the discrete version controlled plants with shifted output are admitted. 

e) The controlled plant described by eqs. (5) and (6) has a shifted output by m 
periods of sampling if for arbitrary initial state £(0) e X„ the output £k, k ^ m, does 
not depend on inputs yk, yk~i, ..., yk-m+i but depends on yk_m and eventually on 
next past inputs. 

In order to have a mathematical rule for the calculation of m, it is possible to elimi
nate successively the state vectors from (5) and (6) in the following way 

(26) Ci = FQ0 + Gy0 , 

c2 = F2£0 + FGy0 + Gy\ , 

Ck = F% + Fk~'Gy0 + ... + FGyk_2 + Gyk„t . 

Hence eq. (6) with (26) yields 

(27) x, = CF% + CF^'Gyo + ... + CGyk^ + Dyk. 

Theorem 2. The controlled plant has the output shifted by m periods of sampling 
if j \ = Ofor i = 0, 1, ..., m - 1 and F,„ * 0, where F 0 = D and t t = CF'-^G. 

3. CONTINUOUS OPTIMAL CONTROL VIA SECOND METHOD 
OF LYAPUNOV 

3.1 General procedure 

In this section we consider the problem of calculating the control vector y{t) so as 
to minimize the cost function of the system to be transferred from the initial state 



88 £0 =j= 0 at t = t0 as close as possible to the desired terminal state, the origin of the 
state space, by applying the control vector y(t) to the plant. The problem is to be solved 
for finite control interval having fixed beginning and terminal times. Since the problem 
is considered to be linear one no inequality constraints will be applied. 

The second method of Lyapunov attempts to give information on the stability of 
equilibrium state of linear and nonlinear systems without any knowledge of their 
solutions and consists of determination of a fictitious function called Lyapunov 
function V[£(t)> t] the sign of which and the sign of its time derivative V[£(t), t] 
enables to check the stability of the equilibrium state under consideration. Without 
going into the details described in the technical literature it may be pointed out for 
the purpose of this article that the Lyapunov function V[£(t)> t] is a scalar positive 
definite function and it is continuous together with its first partial derivatives with 
respect to its arguments in region Q about the origin and has a time derivative which 
is negative definite (or semidefinite). Notice that V[£(0> t] is actually the total 
derivative of V[£(t), t] with respect to t and V[E,(t), r] < 0 implies that V[£(0> t\ is 
a decreasing function of t. 

Theorem 3. If the system is defined by equation 

m=m(t),t] 

where fc(0, t) = Ofor all t and if there exists scalar function V[£(t). f], with conti
nuous first partial derivatives, satisfying the following conditions 

a ) F W0> 0 = *"[f(0] > ° f°r M f(0 * 0 in fi and all t, 
V[0, i] = 0 for all t, 

b) V[Z(t), t] g 4Jf[5(0] < 0 for all {(t) * 0 in Q and all t, 

V[0, t] = 0 for all t 

then the system is uniformly asymptotically stable in Q. 

The Lyapunov function is not unique for a given system and therefore the second 
method of Lyapunov can be used not only for stability considerations but for more 
general problems of synthesis. 

For the control problem under consideration, let the Lyapunov function be 

(28) V[Z(t),i]~f(t)P(t)Z(t) 

where P is a positive definite matrix. 
Then 

(29) ^ftЄ(t)P(t)Ç(t)dt = Є(t)P(t)ф) 



(30) [ V ( 0 P(t) t(t) + tT(t) P(t) t(t) + f(t)P(t) {(*)] dt = 
J t0 

= tr(h)P(h)t(h)-tT(to)P(to)t(t0). 

Substituting <f(f) from (1) into the last equation, it is possible to write 

(31) [ V ( 0 A\t) P(t) t(t) + tT(t) P(t) A(t) i(t) + 
J to 

+ vT(t) BT(t) P(t) t(t) + tT(t) P(t) B(t) y(t) + tT(t)P(t) t(t)] dt -

- t\h) P(h) t(h) + CT(to) P(h) t(t0) = 0 . 

In order to ensure the asymptotic stability of the solution the time derivative of the 
Lyapunov function must be negative definite. As mentioned above the Lyapunov 
function is not unique and therefore it can be selected properly in such a way to create 
a relation with the cost function and to establish the necessary condition for the 
optimum control. The desired relation is obviously 

(32) A ?(t) P(t) t(i) = - \_t\t) Q(t) t(t) + y\i) R(i) y(t)] . 
dt 

Evidently, if Q and R are symmetric matrices then the matrix P is symmetric matrix 
as well. 

We wish to minimize the cost function (17). To solve the problem it is possible to 
start by adding relation (31), having zero value, to the cost function (17). We obtain 

(33) J = ?(U) P(tt) t(h) + j " V ( 0 Q(0 t(i) + y\t) R(t) y(t) + 

+ t\t) A\t) P(t) t(t) + t\t) P(t) A(t) t(t) + 

+ f(t) BT(t) P(t) t(t) + tT(t) P(t) B(t) y(t) + 

+ tT(t)P(t) t(t)] dt - ^(h) P(h) t(h) + tT(t0) P(t0) t(t0) . 

The minimum of (33) requires that 

(34) - i L = 0 
^ } Sy(t) 

and d2JJdy2(t) to be a positive definite matrix. Condition (34) yields 

(35) R(f),<0 + .BT(t)P(tK(t) = O 



90 which defines the optimum control vector 

(36) y(t) =-R->(t)BT(t)P(t)l;(t) 

with 

(37) M(t)=-R-\t)BT(t)P(t) 

being the feedback transition matrix. 
Since 

<38> . S%-R{,) 

is positive definite matrix, the cost function reaches with the optimum control vector 
(36) its minimum. 

In order to find the final value of the cost function we can rewrite relation (32) into 

(39) P'[f (t) p(t) m + ?(t) p(t) m + ?(t)P(t) «#)] dt = 
Jlo 

= - fKT(t)e(t)e(t) + vT(t)!?(t)y(t)]dt 
J <0 

and express the term 

(40) P V(t) P(t) Z(t) dt - - [ 'V(0 l^(t) P(t) + P(t) A(t)J Z(t) + 
J to J to 

+ yT(t) BT(t) P(t) £(t) + cT(t) F(t) B(t) y(t) + <f(t) Q(t) i(t) + yT(t) R(t) y(t)} dt. 

Finaly, substituting relation (40) into eq. (33) for the last term in the integrand, the 
integrand in (33) vanishes and the minimum value of the cost function is 

(41) J = £T(to) P(to) £(to) • 

Hence, for the closed control loop holds 

(42) t(t)~[A(i)-B(t)R-i(t)B\t)P(t)-}Z(t). 

If F is the transition matrix of this equation then the control vector is given by 

(43) y(t)=-R-i(t)BT(t)P(t)F(t,t0)l;(t0). 

From eqs. (36) it is obvious that the matrix R(t) must be positive definite. 
Unfortunately, the matrix P(t) in the resulting relations is not yet known and must 

be calculated first. Substituting from (36) the control vector y(t) into eq. (40) then 
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(44) P(t) + Ay(t) P(t) + P(t) A(t) - P(t) B(t) R-'it) B\t) P(t) + Q(t) = 0 . 

This is the general form of the matrix differential Riccati equation the solution of 
which yields the desired matrix P(t). 

The final form of the control vector (36) requires the matrix R to be positive definite 
then the inverse R~x must exist. This mathematical condition corresponds to the 
physical requirements that all controlling variables of the vector y in the case of 
continuous linear system must be constrained to obtain a physically realizable process. 
On the other hand if some of the controlling variables would not be constrained it 
would attain a Dirac impuls shape at the beginning of the process which is not 
realizable. 

3.2 Simplified modifications 

a) For t0 = 0, tx approaching to infinity and for 

(45) lim e(h) P(h) S(n) = 0 
! j - » o o 

the cost function (17) takes the form 

(46) J = J V ( ' ) 6(0 «J(0 + yT(0 R(t) y(t)] d. -

The problem described in this way i.e. the problem of minimization of system terminal 
errors, is usually called a noisefree optimal regulator problem. 

Owing to (45) and (46) some of the relations of the preceding section are sligthly 
simplified but final results remain unchanged. 

b) If the performance index is not time weighted and if the controlled plant is time 
invariant then all matrices in the state eqs. (l) and (2) are constant matrices and par-
ticulary the matrix of the Lyapunov function P(t) = P = const. Hence P(t) = 0. 

i: Clearly, for the noise-free regulator problem the Riccati eq. (44) reduces to algebraic 
quadratic matrix equation 

(47) ArP + PA - PBR~lBJP + Q = 0 . 

Applying the introduced simplifications there is no difficulty to modify all other 
relations from section 3.1 describing the general case. 

c) Considering only a homogeneous state equation of the time invariant system 

(48) t(t) = Am 



92 and a constant weighting matrix Q in the cost function 

(49) / = f > ( 0 Q £0) dr 

then with lim <f(t) P £(f) = 0 eqs. (32) and (39) yield 
t—ao 

(50) f ~ ?(t) P i(t) dt=- ?(0) P £(0) , 
Jo dt 

(51) f Y ( t ) (ATP + PA) ?(t) dr - - f Y ( r ) Q Z(t) dt. 
Jo Jo 

Hence the Riccati equation is now 

(52) ATP + PA + Q = 0 . 

It is a linear matrix equation having an explicit solution which may be used as the 
first estimate of the more general forms of Ricatti equation. 

Eq. (33) simplified for this particular case, gives the final value of the performance 
index 

(53) J = ^T(0) P £(0). 

Clearly, there is no controlling action. Solution of eq. (48) 

(54) e(t) = eA< ^(0) 

corresponds to eigenoscillations of the plant itself when no input signal is acting on 
the system under consideration and the cost function (49) can be considered as 
a quality performance index of these oscilations. 

4. DISCRETE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS VIA SECOND 
METHOD OF LYAPUNOV 

4.1 General procedure 

This section presents the same problem as in section 3.1 however for discrete time 
systems. First introduce the discrete version of the second method of Lyapunov. 

Theorem 4. If the system is defined by equation £k + i = fd(£,k> k) where fd(0, k) = 0 
and if there exists a scalar function V(£,, k) continuous in i;, such that 

a) V(L fc) ^ r(£) > 0 for I * 0 and all k , 

V(0, fc) = 0 for all k , 

b) AV(£, fc) ^ *(«*) < 0 for £ 4= 0 and all k 
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AV(^fc) = K ( ^ + 1 , f c ) - K ( ^ , f c ) , 

c) K(f, fc) - oo as [|<,| - oo 

fhen /he equilibrium state c, = 0 is asymptotically stable in the large and K(£, fc) 
is a Lyapunov junction. 

For the discrete system the Lyapunov function may have the form 

(55) K(£, fc) = ftP^* 

where P is a positive definite matrix. Then 

(56) AK(£, fc) = Aft lPA) = £ + , P*+1£*+, - c l r ^ , • 

The difference of the Lyapunov function must be negative definite. Combining this 
condition with the summand of the cost function (18), the matrix Pk is essentially 
determined. We have 

(57) zJ
k+ xPk+iZk+l- ekPkik = - ( # G A + ylRkyk). 

In order to minimize the cost function, let us calculate the sum of (56) first 

(58) £ &(ZlPkQ = *Z (£+ iPk+i£k+1 - €lPA). 
k=0 fc=0 

AT— 1 

£ M.&PkQ = «SP»6» - «oP0«o 
fc = 0 

or if i*t+1 in (58) is expressed according to the state equation, then 

(59) I f c V . + . f m - ^ t f i ) -
k = 0 

= I (€ lP jP t + iF»«» + )>T
kGlPk+1Fk<;k + ^ F l P t + 1G,>-fc + 

t=o 

+ ylGlPk+iGkyk-{lPkZk). 

Comparing the right hand sides of eqs. (58) and (59) evidently the following equality 
holds 

(60) £ (?kFlPk+ xFkik + ylGT
kPk+ xFkik + ekFlPk+xGkyk + 

*=o 

+ y[GlPk+lGkyk - $Pk£k) - ?NPNZN + £ P 0 £ 0 = 0 . 



Now, the cost function (18) extended by (60) gives 

(61) J = &P„ZM + £ (CQ& + yT
kRkyk) + 

k = 0 

• + I (ilFjPk + .A& + yjGTPk + xF£k + ljFjPk +1 G,.v, + 
*=o 

+ J ' l G ^ + ^ G ^ - cJPdk) ~ &IV* + ZlPoto • 

The optimum control vector must satisfy following condition 

(62) f = 0 
• 8yk 

provided that the second parcial derivative i.e. dzJldy2 is a positive definite matrix. 
Condition (62) applied on relation (61) gives 

(63) (Rk + GjPk +, Gk) yk + GT
kPk+lFkik = 0. 

Hence the optimum control vector is 

(64) yk = - (GjPk +lGk + Rk)'
1 GT

kPk +,Fkck 

where 

(65) Mk = - (GTP t+ ,G t + R,)-] GjPk+ tFk 

represents the feedback transition matrix. 
Besides, 82jjdy2 calculated by means of (63) yields 

(66) ~ = Rk + GjPk+1Gk 

« W 

which in accordance with the excepted assumptions is a positive definite matrix and 
consequently the control vector (64) ensures the minimum of the cost function. 

The final value of the cost function may be calculated in the following way. 
Substituting into (57) for £K+, from the state equation (5) and using for yk the relation 
(25) of the control law, eq. (57) takes the form 

(67) ek(FjPk +iFk + MjGjPk +1Fk + FT
kPk +. GkMk + 

+ MjGTPk+1GkMk - Pk) lk = - [ek(Qk + MjRkMk) { J . 

Since eq. (67) must be satisfied for arbitrary £,k, it holds that 

(68) Pk = FjPk +1Fk + MjGjPk +iFk + FTPk +, GkMk + 

+ MjGjPk+lGkMk + Qk + MjRkMk . 



Now inserting into (61) for Pk relation (68) and for yk the control law (25), then the 
minimum value of the cost function is 

(69) J = tiPoio . 

The difference equation of the closed control loop is 

(70) & + x = [Fk - Gk(G
T

kPk +1Gk + Rk)~
i GTPk + tFk] Zk. 

Denoting the transition matrix of eq. (70) according to (13), the control vector has 

the final form 

(71) yk = - (GTPk+lGk + Rk)-
X GT

kPk+1Fk+1^0 . 

Notice that in contrast to the continuous version of the problem under consideration 
it is not necessary for the matrix Rk to be positive definite. This mathematical result 
corresponds again to the physical reality then for a discrete linear system the control
ling variables in vector v need not be constrained in order to achieve a physically 
realizable process. Hence the constraint applied on control vector v may concern 
some controlling variables only. Consequently, the weighting matrix R may be posi
tive semidefinite. Eq. (68) with Mk according to (65) represents the matrix difference 
"Riccati* equation" of the form 

(72) Pk = FTPk+lFk - FT
kPk+ ^(GjP^.G, + R,)'1 GTPk+1Fk + Qk 

the solution of which gives the matrix Pk needed for the numerical calculation of the 
control vector y t _ t . Notice Pk+1 must be known if Pk is to be calculated. Hence, 
the matrices Pk can be determined starting with the endpoint of the process only. 

4.2 Simplified modifications 

a) For N approaching to infinity and for 

(73) I im4 T IV* = 0 
.V->oo 

the cost function (18) changes into 

(74) J = fJ(ekQkik + yT
kRkyk) 

k=o 

and the problem solved according to this criterion corresponds again to a noise-free 
optimal regulator problem. 

* Eq. (72) does not correspond exactly to the discrete matrix form of the Riccati equation but 
we use this denotation in order to stress the relation to the continuous version of this equation 
and to accentuate its significance. The same remark holds for eq. (102), (129), (146). On the other 
hand eq. (110) has a form very close to the usual one. 



96 With simplifications (73) and (74) the final results described in paragraph 4.1 in 
a common way remain unchanged except that the matrix Pk = Pk+i = P is a con
stant matrix. 

b) For time invariant controlled plant and for the cost function not time weighted, 
it is possible to omit all indexes k and k + 1 at matrices in all relations of the section 
4.1 and the resulting relationships remain valid. Notice, that in this case the Riccati 
equation simplifies to algebraic nonlinear matrix equation. 

c) Applying simplifications formulated in a) and b) and in addition to it the 
weighting matrix R = 0, we have the cost function 

(75) J = i*lQek, 
k = 0 

the control vector 

(76) yk=-(GTPG)-1GTPF^k, 

the closed control loop equation 

(77) £fc+. - [F - G(GTPG)~l GTPF] Hk, 

and the Riccati equation of the form 
(78) P = FTPF - FTPG(GTPG + R)'1 GTPF + Q . 

d) Considering a homogeneous equation of a system and all other simplifications 
indicated in a) through c), then eq. (67) takes the form 

(79) £T(ETPF - P ) ^ = - £ Q £ * . 

Hence the Riccati equation is a linear algebraic matrix equation of the form 

(80) FTPF - P + Q = 0 

and the minimum value of the cost function is given again by eq. (69). Similar remarks 
might be expressed here concerning this particular case as they were stated at the end 
of the section 3.2. 

5. DISCRETE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 

5.1. General procedure 

One of the most useful techniques in modern control theory is that branch of 
mathematics known as the calculus of variations. There are two different procedures 
frequently applied for the synthesis of general control problems, the Euler-
Lagrange technique and the maximum principle of Pontryagin, both differing in the 



mathematical background. We shall draw our attention especially to the discrete 
version of the maximum principle and indicate common relations. We shall not apply 
for the purpose of this article a quite general formulation of the problem, which might 
be solved by maximum principle. On the other hand it is possible to derive the funda
mental relations in such a way to be valid for linear and nonlinear systems as well. 

Hence let the dynamic system be discrete and nonlinear one with the state vector gk 

and the input vector yk. The system is described by eqs (7) and (8) and the process 
terminates at stage N. The problem is to find yk such as to minimize the cost function 
(18) subject to the constraint (7). Taking this constraint into account, the cost function 
(18) can be written in the general form 

(81) Jc = 0(ik, N)\ + £ * ( f c -v* k) - Xr
k+l[Zk+. - fd(U, yk, fc)] 

[0 k = 0 

where X is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. 
The Hamiltonian is defined by 

(82) H({k, yk, Xk+ t, k) = Hk = *(&, yk, k) - XT
k+ ./„(&, yk, k) . 

With (82) the cost function then becomes 

(83) Jc = 0 ( 4 , N{ + Nj](Hk - XJ+. {k +,). 
jo fc=0 

Now to obtain the minimum of (83) with respect to £k and yk, the method of perturba
tions of the calculus of variations may be used. Hence, let us introduce for the state 
and input vectors following relations 

(84) tk - lk + eSk, 

y* = 9k + £ih > 

where the perturbations Sk and rjk are mutually independent and their values at 
different stages are independent too. 

With relations (84), the cost function (83) takes the form 

(85) Jc = 0(lN + s5N, N) - 6>(|0 + ES0, fc0) + 

J V - l 

+ I [I!(4 + ^ 9k + <*lu, k) - Xj+1(tk+1 + sSk+l)~] 
k = 0 

and the minimum of Jc requires that 

(86) lim ^ £ = 0 and lim - ^ > 0 . 
E-*O de c-o de 



98 The first condition yields 

™(%M%h+mM®*-*-^''- • 
The last term in eq. (87) can be rewritten as follows 

(88) £ XT
k+1Sk+, = £ XJ

k6k = £ A f o + 45«5W - %d0 • 
k=0 k=l k=0 

Consequently, if again £k and yk is applied instead of \k and yk respectively, condition 
(87) with relation (88) may be expressed as 

mш-^mм-+ i 

Since the indicated variations are mutually independent, following individual 
conditions must be satisfied 

(90) K = d l 

õík 

дУk 
(91) dJ^ = 

and the transversality conditions 

[{£,-«>-• 
If the value of any variable is specified, the corresponding variation vanishes and the 
respective condition (90) through (93) does not apply. Particularly for given £0 

and £,N the corresponding boundary condition on Xk is satisfied by <50 and 8N respec
tively being both equal to zero. 

The second condition (86) is satisfied for all cost functions and systems of interest. 
For the linear regulator problem with specified £0 and l;N eqs (90) and (91) yield 

(94) 8-^ = QkZk + F&k+i~Xk, 
OQk 

(95) ^ = ^ * + G j 4 + 1 = 0 . 
Syk 



These are Euler equations for the variational problem under consideration. The 99 
estimated solution of these equations is 

(96) Xk = P£k. 

Combining now eqs. (95), (96) and (5), we have 

(97) Rkyk + GJ
kPk+i(FkZk + Gkyk) - 0 

and the control vector is 

(98) yk =- - (GJPk+ ,Gk + Rk)~
l GJPk+ tFkZk . 

This is exactly the same result as indicated by eq. (64) and consequently, eqs. (70) 
and (71) are valid for the maximum principle, too. 

The Riccati equation can be derived by means of eq. (94) if eqs. (96), (5) and (98) 
are used simultaneously. 

(99) Pktk = Grf, + FJPk+1[Fki;k - Gk(G
JPk+lGk + Rk)~

l GJ
kPk + 1FkQ . 

Eq. (99) must hold for any vector £k. Applying this condition on eq. (99), after some 
rearrangements, the same form of the Riccati equation is obtained as introduced by 
eq. (72). 

If for example %N would not be specified, then an additional condition must be 
applied, i.e. 

(100) XN = K£N 

with K being nonnegative definite matrix in order for the second variation to be 
positive. Notice, that for the final stage of the process 

(101) PN = K 

must hold. 

5.2. Stationary controlled systems for N approaching to infinity 

For time invariant controlled systems and for constant weighting matrices of the 
cost function, relation (99) yields the Riccati equation of the form 

(102) P = FJPF - FJPG(GJPG + R)~l GJPF + Q 

corresponding to eq. (72) with all indexes omitted. The control vector is according 
to (98) 

(103) yk = - (GJPG + R)-1 GJPF£k. 



It is obvious from eq. (88), that for fixed £0 and £s i.e. for <50 = SN = 0 and for N 
approaching to infinity, it holds that 

(104) £ £ + ! * ! . + 1 = 1 4 f t - i Ak
T^ . 

t=o t=o ;t=o 

Hence for this particular problem it is possible to change the index k + 1 into k in 
eq. (85) and to modify next relations respectively. Notice, that the cost function is 

(105) •/ , = ! ( - - * - A f o + i ) 
k = 0 

and the Euler equations take the form 

(106) —* = e? fc+ *-% = ;.*_,, 

(107) < ^ * = i ? > , t + G T 4 = 0 , 

Using the same procedure for the derivation of the control vector as in the preceding 
section, we have 

(108) y^-R-WPh. 

Evidently the weighting matrix R must be positive definite in order that the in
verse R-1 exists. However this mathematical result is in discrepansy with the physical 
reality then, as it was mentioned in paragraph 4.1, for discrete linear systems it is not 
necessary to constrain the controlling variables. If such a constraint is expressed by 
matrix R it may concern only some controlling variables of the vector y. Nevertheless 
the relation (108) is correct for matrix R being positive definite i.e., from the physical 
point of view, for all controlling variables of the vector y constrained. 

For the Riccati equation Xk is to be calculated from eq. (106). With index k changed 
into k + 1, we have 

(109) kk+1=(FT)-1Xk-(F
Ty1Q^k+1. 

Combining now (109), (96), (5) and (108), the final result is 

(110) PF - [(F1)-1 + (F7)'1 QGR-'G7] P - PGR~1GJP + (ET ) _ 1 QF = 0 . 

At the first sight it is not clear whether eq. (110) has the same solution as eq. (102). 
Moreover, the control vector (108) has quite another form then control vector (103). 
The question is whether the both mentioned solutions are identical. 

To examine this problem, we can write the so-called matrix Euler equation 

(HI) Pk+i = fyk 



with vector 

(112) 

101 

Pk •El-
If for both cases the eigenvalues of the Euler matrix E of the homogeneous equation 
(111) will be the same then both optimal solutions are identical. 

Proof. For the set of eqs. (94) and (95) it holds 

(113) £ t + 1 = F^-GR~lG'Xk + l , 

(114) A i + 1 = - ( F T ) - 1 o , ^ + (FT)-14. 

Substituting (114) for Xk+l in (113), we obtain 

(115) £k+l = [F + GR-'G^FY'Q] ^ - GR-'G^F'Y'X,. 

Eqs. (115) and (114) define a system the Euler matrix of which has the form 

~F + GR-'G'iF1)-1 Q - G R - 1 G T ( F T Y H 

„ -(FT1Q (FT1 J 
(П6) E = 

To examine the eigenvalues of the matrix (116) we write the characteristic matrix 
E — XI with I being the identity matrix. The elements of the characteristic matrix are 
in general polynomials. For such a type of matrices the eigenvalues remain unchanged 
if the respective matrix is rearranged by the application of admissible changes which 
all may be expressed by nonsingular transform matrices. Hence, for the particular 
case, it holds 

(117) |£ - Xl\ = 
I! GR-^'1 TF + GR-^^F1)-1 S - A/i -GR - 1 G T (F T ) _ 1 " | 

0 ! 

(118) |£ - XI\ = 

0 - ' -
A 

F - XI GR-1 G т 

I 
- ß F ' -

On the other hand, for the set of Euler eqs. (106) and (107) by the same procedure, 
we obtain 

(119) 

(120) 

{ ł + 1 - Fţь-GR-^X,, 

A*+1 = - ( ғ y ^ ß ^ + íғVV 



102 Substituting from (119) £ t + . into (120) we have 

(i2i) xk+l = - ( E v eEc, + [(ETri GGR-1^ + (E^-1] xk. 

Eqs. (119) and (121) define the Euler matrix 

(122) E=r F ~GR~IGT i 

[-(F1)"1 QE (E^-^GR^G1 + ( E V J ' 

For the characteristic matrix it holds 

(123) |E - Xl\ = ГЛ 
E-Л7 -GR-^G 7 

- ( E 7 ) - 1 ß E (Eт)-' ß G R - 1 ^ + (Eт)-' - XI 

I Q~ i 

• 

(124) |E - Л/| = 
E - xi GR-^G7 

ß Eт-

From the results (118) and (124) it is clear that for both cases under consideration the 
characteristic polynomials (or the characteristic matrices) of the Euler matrix have the 
same form and consequently they have the same eigenvalues and both solutions rep
resent identically the same optimal system. 

Remark. Evidently there is a question whether similar relations are valid for non-
stationary systems. We shall leave to consider this question to dilligent readers. 

The equality of Euler matrices (118) and (124) does not prove that the solution of 
both respective Riccati equations (102) and (110) is identically the same. On the 
other hand we can assume that the both control vectors (103) and (108) respectively 
must yield the same values of the controlling variable yk, k = 1, 2, ... if all other 
conditions are identical. A problem which is of considerable interest to us is to exam
ine whether the equality of values of the controlling variable for both cases under 
consideration is reached by different matrices P satisfying the Riccati equations (102) 
and (HO) respectively or whether the solutions of the mentioned Riccati equations 
are identically the same. This may be the subject of our next investigation. 

Starting with the control vector of the form (103), we shall rearrange first the fol
lowing relation 

(125) - M = (GTEG + R)~1GJPF = 

= R-'(GTEG + R - GTEG)(GTEG + R)-1 GTEE 



where R~1(GJPG + R - GJPG) is identity matrix. Hence 

(126) - M = R_1[J - GJPG(GJPG + R)"1] GJPF = 

= J?-1GT[i> - PG(GJPG + R)-1 GTP] F . 

The term in the brackets corresponds according to the matrix lemma to ( P _ I + 
+ GR'1GT)~1. Finally we have 

(127) (GJPG + R)-1 GJPF = R-^^P-1 + GR-'G7)'1 F . 

Denoting now the solution of the Riccati equations (!02)byP1 and that one of Riccati 
equation (110) by P2 , it is evident that on the right hand side of eq. (126) we have the 
function ( — M) of the form (108) under the assumption that 

(128) P 2 = (P, - 1 + GR-'G7)'1 F . 

Hence the solutions of both Riccati equations (102) and (110) respectively are different 
and eq. (128) represents the mutual relation. 

Proof. To verify this result, it is possible to insert relation (128) into the equation 
(l 10) and the other form of the Riccati equation must be obtained. 

To simplify this procedure it is useful to modify eq. (102) and (HO) into 

(129) P , P - (F7)-1 P, - P1G(GJP1G + R)-1 GJP1F + (F7)~l Q = 0 

and 

(130) P2F - (F7)-1 P2 - (F7)-1 QGR~1G7P2 - P2GR-1G7P2 + (F7)'1 QF = 0 

respectively. 
The third term in (129) may be expressed as 

(131) PyG^PiG + R)-1 G7P1F = P jP - (F7)-1 Px + (P 7 )" 1 Q 

which is the last term of the right hand side of eq. (126). Combining now relations 
(126), (127) and (131), we obtain for the control vector 

(132) R-'G^P.F - P . P + (F7)-1 P . - (F1)-1Q] = R^G^F7)"1 (P. - Q). 

Comparing the final result of (132) with the right hand side of (127) it is evident that 

(133) P2-(FJY1(P1-Q). 

This relation is more suitable for substitution into Riccati equation (130) than the 



104 previous one, eq. (128). Using the latter form we obtain 

(134) ( T V (P. -Q)F- (P T ) - 2 (P. - Q) -

- ( T V G G P - ^ p - r ) - 1 (p . _ Q) _ 

- ( P 7 ) - 1 (Pi - Q) O r ^ f 1 ) - 1 (P. - Q) + ( P 7 ) - 1 OP = 0 , 

P . P - (F7)-1 P. + (P1)""1 Q - P i G R - ' G ^ P 7 ) - 1 (Pi - Q) = 0 . 

Since 

(135) R-'G^F7)-1 (Pi - 6) = ( G ^ G + P ) _ 1 G ^ ^ 

eq. (134) can be easily modified into the Riccati equation of the form (129), which 
was to be proved. At this opportunity it is worth to mention that the solution of the 
Riccati equation of the form (110) is somewhat easier than that one of the form (102). 
However the condition relating to the matrix R to be positive definite represents 
a very strong limitation. 

6. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 

6.1 General procedure 

Assuming again the same problem as in section 4 and 5, the optimum digital control 
problem may be considered as IV-stage decision process. Using for the determination 
of the optimum the dynamic programming of Bellman, we obtain necessarily iden-
ticaly the same results as in preceding paragraphs. The procedure of dynamic 
programming is very well known and described several times in the technical literature. 
Hence we shall pay attention only to the main steps of the procedure enabling us to 
derive the desired results. 

The minimum value of the performance index can be denoted by 

(136) / o , N = f v - / o = 

= fNPNZN + Min £ IfiQg, + yjRj,] . 
y, ; = o 

This form of the cost function corresponds to that one given by eq. (18). A more 
general form can be expressed in the following way 

(137) fkJI = ftPgt,, + Min £ [ZlQfa + yTRiyi-\ = &PNZN + Min JkiN 
yj i = k yj 

with j = k - 1, k, ...,N - I and for k = 0, 1, 2, ...,N - 1. For k = 0 relation 
(137) reduces to (136) and the first vector £0 is given by initial conditions. 



Assuming that the value of the cost function corresponding to the first k — 1 W5 
stages is optimum, then the increase of this value in the remaining N - k stages is 
equal to the increment corresponding to the stage k plus optimum increases in the 
next N — (k + 1) stages. Hence the optimum value of the cost function in the N — k 
stages is 

(138) fKN = &„£„ + Min [ £ & & + yJ
kRkyk + fk+l,N] 

yi 

with./ = fc - 1, k, ...,iV - 1. 
Since the cost function and the functional / are quadratic in £, it can be expected 

that 

(139) fk,N = &P& 

for k - 0, 1, 2 , . . . , N. With relation (139), eq. (138) becomes 

(140) fk,N = ST
NPNl;N + Min [Ck(hAk + y\Rkyk + ?k+ iPk+\Zk+1] = 

VJ 

= ZZPNZN + Min Jk;iV , 
vt 

j = fc - 1, fc,...,iV - 1 . 

Substituting for £,k+1 according to the state equation, we have 

(141) Jk,H = [£<&& + ylKty* + ( t f F j + ylGl) Pk+,(Gkyk + FkQ] . 

Differentiating the last relation with respect to y/k yields 

(142) . . ^ M - 2(Rkyk + GTPk+lGk) yk + 2GTPk+l, Fk£k . 
.. ..: , °yk 

At the minimum the derivative is zero and thus the control vector is 

(143) yk - Mrf, = -(G,TP t+1G f c + R*)"1 GTPk+lFkik . 

The respective Riccati equation can be derived by means of relation (141) when (143) 
is inserted for yk and JkN is expressed according to (139) as E,kPk<;k. We obtain 

(144). ekPkZk = £ f t & + ^ P k + i G s ( G ^ + 1 G * + -R,)-1 • 

• Rk(GjPk+1Gk + R,)-1 GT
kPk+lFki;k + 

+ [ekF
T

k-Z
TFT

kPk+lGk(G
TPk+xGk+Rk)-

iGT]. 

. Pk+l[~Gk(G
T

kPk+lGk + R,)-1 GT
kPk+1Fkik + FkQ . 



106 Eq. (144) must be valid for arbitrary £k and consequently it holds that 

(145) Pk = Qk + FJPk+1Gk(G
JPk+ ,0, + R,)-1. 

• [Rk(G
J
kPk+1Gk + R,)-1 - 2 + GJPk+1Gk. 

• (GJ
kPk+1Gk + R*)-1] GJPk+,Fk + FJPk+1Fk . 

Finaly we have 

(146) Pk= Qk- FJPk+1Gk(G
J
kPk + 1Gk + R^1 GJ

kPk+,Fk + FJPk+iFk . 

This is again the same equation as previously derived. 

6.2 Special case 

We shall consider only one special problem i.e. the infinite-stage process when 
JV -> oo. In this case eq. (138) reduces to 

(147) fktX = Min [3Q& + yJ
kRkyk + fk+, >a>] , 

j = k — I, k,..., oo 

and relation (139) may be written as 

(148) fkt0D = SlPtk 

where P is a constant matrix. By the same procedure as described above, it is possible 
to obtain the modified result with Pk+1 = Pk = P. Since the Riccati equation (146) 
must be satisfied for any k and the matrix P is a constant matrix, the weighting 
matrices Qk and Rk cannot be selected arbitrarily but with respect to the non-
stationarity of the controlled system in such a way to satisfy the respective form of 
the Riccati equation in order to achieve the optimum control. For example if P once 
known, it is possible to select Rk for any k and calculate Qk satisfying the Riccati 
equation. 

All results corresponding to stationary controlled systems and cost functions not 
time weighted follow directly from the more common results given in section 6.L 

7. SOLUTION OF THE STATIONARY PROBLEM 

In previous sections we derived relations necessary for the solution of the optimum 
process but the solution itself was not described. In most modifications the question 
is to find the solution of the Riccati equation and knowing once the matrix P it is 
possible to calculate the control vector. Understand, in the continuous version, 
usually it is assumed to calculate the matrix P directly by a suitable numerical 
iterative procedure i.e. without calculating the eigenvalues of the characteristic 



matrices (K — XI) or (£ - XI) where K is a transition matrix of the closed control 
loop and E an Euler matrix respectively. These procedures possess without any doubt 
a significant practical importance. However, since these procedures represent purely 
numerical algorithms, they deviate from the aim of this article and therefore it is 
assumed to describe the appropriate methods in a special paper. 

On the other hand for the discrete version solution of the "Riccati equation" is 
much simpler even in the nonstationary case. 

It is possible to state that at the end point of the control process i.e. in the stage N, 
the increment of the cost function is just CNQN^N t n e n the component corresponding 
to the controlling variable does not apply. This increment is e.g. according to (139) 
CNPN^N- Hence for k = N it holds that PN = QN. Knowing PN, we can calculate the 
feedback transition matrix MN^t using (143), then PN^X from the equation (146), 
next MJV_2> t n e n PJV-2 e t c -

Now we shall draw our attention to the more or less classical method using the 
knowledge of the eigenvalues of Euler matrix. This method is described here for 
stationary systems and not time varying weighting matrices of the cost function and 
it applies an obvious cancelation of unstable components of the solution and has 
a close relation to the Riccati equation. 

The general procedure described in this section may be appl'ed for the set of equa
tions (94) and (95) or (106) and (107) respectively. For the sake of brevity only the 
first set of Euler equations will be used for the demonstration of the method. 

Theorem 5. The eigenvalues of the Euler matrix E(eqs. (116) and (122)) are sym
metrically displaced with respect to the unit circle centred in the origin of the 
complex plane in that sense that from the total of 2n eigenvalues n of the value 
| l j | < 1, i — 1, 2, , . . , n are stable and n of the value \X~11 > 1 are unstable provided 
that there are no eigenvalues Xt = 1. 

Proof. It holds for the polynomial characteristic matrix that the determinant is 
unchanged if the matrix is transposed. According to (118) we may write 

(149) 
F - XI GR~lGJ 

-Q FJ - X~Ч 

FJ - XI -Q 

GR~XGJ F - X~Ч 

Interchanging an odd number of rows or columns, the sign is changed. Hence 

(150) 
j ғ т - ; j -Q 
І G R - 1 G T F - X~Ч 

GR-^G7 F - X~Ч 

FJ - XI -Q 

F - X~Ч GR~lGJ \ 

-Q FJ - XIV 

Comparing the first term in (149) and the last term in (150) it is evident that the 
characteristic matrix is invariant with respect to change of X into X~1 and consequently 
theorem 5 is proved. 

Assuming now the system described by the homogeneous• equation (111), it is 



108 possible to write the general form of the solution 

(151) Pk = Ekp0 = T4T-Vo 

where JE is a Jordan matrix of E and Tis a matrix the columns of which represent 
a complete set of eigenvectors of E. Applying theorem 5, it is advantageous to groupe 
the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of E in such a way that the n 
stable eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors come first. Accordingly it is 
possible to introduce following denotations 

<i53) ^ [£:£]• 
(.54) ^ - * • - [ ? ; | ] 
where all indexed matrices are of the dimension (n; n) and matrices E, JE, T of the 
dimension (2«; 2n). Hence eq. (151) can be rewritten into 

and defines two sets of equations 

(156) Zk = (TnJt iru + T12J
k
22T}t) £0 + (ruIiir*2 + Tl2J

k
22T*2) X0 , 

(157) Xk = (T21J
k
uTA + T2242T2*t) £0 + (r2iIiir*2 + T22J

k
22T*2) X0 . 

Since stable solution is required, all terms in eq. (156) multiplied by the unstable 
field J*2 must vanish. Therefore 

(158) T2*£o + T*2X0 = 0 

which yields the relation for X0 

(159) X0 = • - (T ,*)"1 T2*<J0 

provided that initial conditions £0 are known. On the other hand, with respect to the 
relation (96), it holds that 

(160) P = - ( T * ) " 1 T* . 

Eq. (156) yields the vector of state variables 

(161) &•«- r u 4 i ( ^ 0 + T ^ o ) : 



Substituting (159) for X0 into (161) we have 

(162) {, = T 1 1 j f 1 [ r * - T^T*)-1 T2*] U . 

By means of (160) and (162) it is possible to calculate the control vector y according 
to (103). 

Besides by eq. (160) matrix P may be expressed by 

(163) P= T^T,)-1 

too if for (96) Xk is calculated from (157) and £fc is substituted in accordance with 
(162). Notice that condition (158) is valid again. It is easy to prove that (160) and 
(163) yield identically the same values. 

Remark. In section 5.2 was proved that the eigenvalues of Euler matrices (116) 
and (122) are identically the same. On the other hand, relations (160) or (163) must 
yield different results for each of the mentioned Euler matrices in order to satisfy eq. 
(128). Consequently the eigenvectors of matrices (116) and (122) must be different. 

Theorem 6. If R is a positive definite matrix then eigenvalues of the Euler matrix 
(122) are eigenvalues of the matrix of the closed control loop too. 

Proof. Substituting the control vector (108) into the state equation (5) it is possible 
to derive the transition matrix of the closed control loop 

(164) K = F - GR'lGTP 

which substituted into the Riccati equation (130) yields 

(165) PK = [ (T T ) - l + (FJ)-' QGR-'G7] P - (F7)'1 QF . 

Let the matrix ^transform the matrix K into the Jordan form, so that 

(166) K = VJfrV-1 

and let according to (163) 

(167) p=UV~l. 

Then, inserting (166) and (167) into (164) and (165), we obtain 

(168) VJK = FV- GR~lG7U, 

(169) ' UJK = [(F7)~l + (F7)-1 QGR-'G7] U - (F7)'1 QFV. 

or 

EI*-'Er EK 



Let „i , a2, ••., a„ be the columns of the matrix N of the dimension 2n x n and Xh 

i = 1, 2, ..., n be the eigenvalues of the matrix K. For distinct eigenvalues Af it holds 
according to (170) 

(171) _ , * , - « £ _ , , i = 1, 2, ..., n. 

Hence Af are eigenvalues of £ too and af are its corresponding eigenvectors which 
was to be proved. Since Xi are assumed to be stable for the closed control loop, 
matrices U and Fin (167) must correspond to T21 and Tn in (163) respectively. 

Similarly for multiple ki 

(172) a^ = Eat, 

_,-'+ ai+1Xi = £ a i + 1 , 

a i + P i_2 + a i+-,._,/l i = £ a i + P i _ i , 

where pt signifies the dimension of the Jordan field corresponding to eigenvalue Xv 

Since F a s a transforming matrix is nonsingular, a{ + 0, 1 ; is an eigenvalue of the 
matrix £ too and af, ai+1, ..., at+p.^i is the respective chain of the length p( of 
generalized eigenvectors. The solution may be expressed again by (163) or (167). 

Note. For R positive semidefinite it is possible to find the solution according to the 
general procedure described in this section and relating to the Euler matrix (116). On 
the other hand it is possible to modify the procedure described in this section for R 
positive definite. 

Assume Q and R to be positive semidefinite and symetric matrices. The rank of the 
matrix Q is p. Introduce 

(173) Q = C*TC* 

where the matrix C* has dimension (p; n) and the rank p. 
Let be 

(174) 5 = C*TS . 

Denote 

** = C* Sk 

and assume this variable xk in accordance with eq. (6) as an output variable of some 
controlled plant with shifted output, m > 0. Notice that this fictitious controlled 
plant can differ from the given plant, so far as the matrix C* defined by (173) 
differs from the output transition matrix C of the given plant or if the given plant 
does not have shifted output, i.e. m = 0. 



With (173), (174) and (l 75) it is possible to write the cost function in a new form 

(176) J = J (x\xk + 2xT
kSyk + yT

kRyk). 
k = 0 

Since the fictitious plant has shifted output by m > 0 periods of sampling, the output 
values x0, Jc1( ..., xm_l are not influenced by the controlling variable yk, m — 1 2: 
S: k §: 0 and consequently it is not necessary to have these values in the cost function. 
Hence 

(177) J* = £ (xl+mxk + m + 2xT
kSyk + yT

kRyk) 
(c = 0 

and the optimal control according to (177) will be identical with that one obtained 
when using the cost function (176). 

Now there arises a problem to calculate xk+m. Since xk is not influenced by 
J*, y*~ i, • • •> yk-m+ u xk can be expressed in accordance with (27) as 

(178) xk = C*F*£0 + C*Fk-1Gy0 + ... + C*Fm~1Gyk_m . 

Now, yk_m calculated from (178) is 

(179) yk_m = (C*F'-1G)-1xk-

- (C*F m - 1 G)- ] [C*t*Z0 + C*Fk~iGy0 + ... + C*FmGyk_m_i] . 

Notice, that the expression in the brackets equals in accordance with (26) to C*Fm%k_m 

Hence 

(180) yk_m = rm
lxk - rm

lc*Fmzk_m 

where, with the abreviated notation from theorem 2, 

(181) rm = C*F"'-lG. 

Eq. (180) is valid for any fc, consequently also in the form 

(182) yk = rm
lxk+m~r-'c*F^k 

which yields the desired state vector 

(183) xk+m = C*F^k + Fmyk . 

Substituting (183) into (177) we obtain 

(184) J* = £ («fTQ*£t + ias*yk + y
J
kR*yk) 



112 where 

(185) Q* = (FT)m C*TCFm , 

5* = (FT)m C*TFm + S , 

R* = rJ
mrm + R. 

By means of relations (21) we can eliminate in (184) the term with matrix S* and 

obtain an usual form of the cost function. Solution of the given problem can be 

performed by an appropriate procedure described in this paper. From the last relation 

in (185) is evident that matrix R can equal to zero as well. 

In conclusion it is possible to state that the problem of optimal control with cost 

function (18), where matrices Q and R are positive semidefinite and symmetric and 

where the rank of the matrix Q is p, can be transformed into an equivalent problem 

with cost function (184). There is R* a symmetric matrix if the matrix Fm is positive 

definite and if its rank is y = r ^ p. The procedure described in this note is valid 

for N being a finite integer or for N -> oo as well. 
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Syntéza diskrétních lineárních systémů ve stavovém prostoru 

VLADIMÍR STREJC 

Cílem tohoto článku je upozornit na některé důležité souvislosti mezi různými 
postupy syntézy ve stavovém prostoru diskrétních lineárních systémů optimalizuje-li 
se kvadratické kritérium jakosti. Obecná forma syntézy se vztahuje k jednorozměrným 
a mnoharozměrným úlohám řízení řešeným pomocí druhé Ljapunovovy věty, prin
cipu maxima Pontrjagina a pomocí Bellmanova dynamického programování. Je 
snahou předložit zhuštěný souhrn, který zdůrazňuje základní principy a integruje 
osvědčené postupy na ucelený obraz. 

Prof Ing. Vladimír Strejc, DrSc, Ústav teorie informace a automatizace ČSAV {Institute of 
Information Theory and Automat ion — Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences), Vyšehradská 49, 
Praha 2. 
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